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The animation advertisement conveys its viewpoint, concept and intention 
mainly through the characters according to the style, personality, modeling and 
movement setted by the story background. The character design of the animation 
advertisement should fully reflect the personality and enable most audience to 
understand tacitly, which can make it have generality feature of the common meaning. 
If our design concept is only confined to the range of the art to shape the character 
image with aesthetic value on the external form, so that the designed character must 
lack soul, spirit and infection. Therefore, it is difficult to arouse the audience’s feeling. 
At present, there are many foreign and domestic literatures related to the art of 
animation advertisement, while, there are fewer about the research of character design. 
Consequently, the research taking it as the entry point is extremely necessary. 
This dissertation do research the character design of animation advertisements as 
the purpose. In addition, it discusses the character design’s role in an animation 
advertisement, analyzes the character design’s influence on the effect of animation 
advertisements, puts forward the concept and method of the character design, and 
creates an animation advertisement Please Give the Earth a Little Green based on 
them to reflect the characters’ specific application in the animation advertisements. 
Starting from the related theories of animation and advertisements, such as 
advertising, animation design, communication, etc, this dissertation analyzes the 
development and status of the foreign and domestic animation, extends the concept of 
character design to the animation advertisements, selects representative animation 
advertisements on the media (e.g. magazine, television, network, etc.), summarizes 
and analyzes the basic feature and requirements of character design in the animation 
advertisements, and clarifies the purpose, significance, design principles of the 
character design and the specific design methods of key design elements. It sets about 
the theories of character design, taking the status research and concept demarcation as 















the general design of the characters from the design of each link, such as writing 
character biography, character proportion relation, clothing, color, etc. Furthermore, it 
summarizes the differences between the character design of animation advertisements 
and the ordinary character design, and also specific application of character design of 
animation advertisements, so as to analyze and discuss the character design’s role in 
the animation advertisements. 
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